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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the Bernstein-B~zier representation of a piecewise function is based on a local coordinate 
system, the barycentric oordinates, it is invariant under linear transformations and gives simple 
expressions of the smoothing conditions. Hence, it is useful in computer-aided design, finite ele- 
ment analysis, approximation theory, and wavelet analysis. In this paper, we discuss some shape 
criteria of Bernstein-B~zier polynomials of several variables. Section 2 gives the convexity criteria 
of Bernstein-B~zier polynomials defined on an arbitrary simplex. In Section 3, we discuss the 
criteria of monotonicity and positivity of Bernstein-B~zier polynomials over simplexes. First, we 
give some notions and some properties about the basis functions of Bernstein-B~zier polynomials• 
. . .  ~ " . ,  X i Letx  °, ,x  s ER  s , s> l ,x  ~ (x~,. , s) and consider the convex hull 
l± ± } (x°, . . . ,xS> = (~ixS: ai = 17ai _> 0 . 
k i=0 s=0 
This convex hull is called an s-simplex if its signed volume 
1 x 0 . . .  
1 . . 
Vols<x°,...,xS> = ~ "'. 
1 ~ . . .  
0 Xs 
s Xs 
is nonzero. Suppose that (x° , . . .  ,xS) is an s-simplex• Then, any x C R s can be identified by an 
(s 4- 1)-tuple A = (A0 . . . . .  As) where 
Vo ls  (x  ° . . . . . . .  x ~-  1 X, X i4-1 . . . , X s ) 
Az = As(X) -- Vols <x°,. •., x s) 
This (s + 1)-tuple is called the barycentric oordinates of x relative to the s-simplex (x° , . . . ,  xS). 
s . . , Thus, each Ai = Ai(x) is a linear polynomial in x with Y~s=0 Ai = 1, and if x E (x °, xS), then 
As _>0. 
For any/3 = (too,--., ms) E z~_ +1, and n E Z+, we will use the usual multivariate notation 
A'  = A0~° . . .  A~ -~, m! = m0!. . ,  ms!, lml = m0 +- . -  + ms. 
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Hence, 
n! 
¢$(A) := ~., m~, I~1 = fl0 +. . .  + fls, (1) 
is a polynomial in 7r~Zl, the space of all polynomials in one variable of order [ill + 1, or degree at 
most Ifl[. In fact, it is easy to see that for any positive integer n, {¢~(A) : [fl[ = n} is a basis 
s With any set {a~} -- {a~} C one of the polynomial space 7r n. ~ez++~,l~l=,~ JR, may associate the 
polynomial 
pn(x) = B~[{a~}; ~] = ~ ~¢~(~) ,  (2) 
which is called a Bernstein-B6zier polynomial of total degree n relative to the s-simplex 
(x° , . . . ,xS}.  In addition, {a~ : [fl[ = n} in (2) is called the set of S6zier coefficients of the 
polynomial Pn. And the set 
is called the B6zier net of the polynomial p~. 
For the basis functions ¢~(A) of Bernstein-B6zier polynomials defined by (1), we have the 
following result. 
LEMMA 1. For functions ¢~(A) defined by (1), the following two inequalities hold: 
0 < ¢~(~) < ~.,~=1 ~i~ , (3) 
O_<¢~(a)<_ (n -  'E f l i '~r"  (4) 
i=0 
PROOF. Inequalities (3) and (4) can be deduced from the mean inequalities 
Uk ~ . . . .  
k=l  ak  -- \ Ek=l  Uk .] 
and 
vk ~ akVk  a k _ 
k=l k=l  
directly, where m is any positive integer, ak >_ O, Uk, Vk > 0, and y~km__l vk = 1 (cf., [1]). Obviously, 
the equal signs in (3) and (4) hold if and only if all the {Ak}~=0 are equal. 
In the following, we will use the notation 
0 
Dy = y i~x  ~ , (5) 
where x = (xl . . . . .  xs) and y = (Yl . . . . .  y~). For y = x ~ - x 3, we write 
Di j  = Dy  = Dx~-x~, i ~ j. (8) 
By using the barycentric oordinates {A~}~= 0 of x c A s relative to an s-simplex Ts = (x ° . . . .  , xS}, 
we also write 
8 
x ---- E "~Xe" 
£=0 
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We also need the notation 
Eiao~ : an+e,, (7) 
and 
Aija~, = Eia~ - Eja'~, (8) 
where e ~ 6 s ith . : ( ij)j=o denotes the coordinate vector in ]I{ ~+1 
Thus, we have 
(D{jpn)(x) = n E (E{ - Ey,%~c~-'~'n-'(A) 
I°d=n-1 (9) 
E -- n--n-1 
: n LAijaa~)o~ (,~). 
[a l=n- i  
Now we discuss the smoothness conditions for two adjacent simplices. A simplex Sk with k+l  
vertices x° , . . . , x  k in ]~s is denoted by Sk = (x0, . . . ,Xk) ,  0 < k < s, and Sk is also called 
a k-simplex if VolkSk > 0 for k > 0. So is a point, and we will also call So a zero-simplex 
for convenience. If S : (x° , . . . , x  s) is an s-simplex, then for each k, 0 _< k < s, a k-simplex 
(x i ° , . . . ,  x ik), 0 _< i0 < .-.  < ik <_ s, is also called a k-facet of S. 
For any direction V, there exists a vector 6v - (co, cl . . . .  , cs) in 
Co = {~ ~ ~s+i : Co j _ . . .  j_ Cs = 0},  
relative to s-simplex T~ = (x° , . . . ,  xS), such that 
£.  
V = c{x ~. (10) 
i=O 
Thus, from (9), we have 
(± ] Dvpn=n E ciE{a: (~n- 1 (/~) 
k i=0 / lal=n-1 (11) 
=n E ~ ^ ~-' • b~¢~ (A), 
led=n-1 
where l~a lEa n ~s = ~ , , : , .=o ,  Io~1 = n - 1 .  
Similarly, we have 
D~pn = Dy(Dypn) 
= n(n I) E ^T^ ^ n-2 (12) - cvQ~,T~CV¢~ ()0,
where 
is an (s + 1) × (s + 1) square matrix.  




equations (11) and (12) can be reformulated as 
Dv;n=n Z c~bo¢~-'(~), 
}od=r,- 1 
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D2p~ = n(n - 1) Z CT~V~a,T, CVq~a~n-2'A~[ j, (15) 
1~l=~-2 
respectively, where cy = (Cl,. . . ,  Cs) -r, ba = (Ai0a])~= 1,and 
IA A a n~s's (16) Qa,T~ := ~ io jo a)i,j=l, 
for la [=n-2 .  
2.  CONVEXITY  CR ITER IA  FOR BERNSTE IN-B l~ZIER 
POLYNOMIALS  OVER A S IMPLEX 
It is well known, that for a piecewise C1 (i.e., continuously differentiable) function to be convex, 
it is necessary and sufficient that all its pieces are convex. Thus, in order to consider the convexity 
of the Bernstein-B6zier representation f a C 1 spline function or a C 1 finite element, we only need 
to derive convexity criteria for a Bernstein-B6zier polynomial over a simplex. 
Let Pn E r~. Obviously, Pn is convex on T if and only if D2pn(x) > 0 for any direction 
vector V and any point x E T. From (15), for any fixed direction V, if C~Qk,T, Cv > 0, 
then D2p,~(x) _> 0. On the other hand, for quadratic polynomials P2, if D2p2(x) > 0, 
then c~QT~Cv = (1/2)D~p2(x) > O, where QT, := QO,T~; and for cubic polynomials P3 if 
D2pn(x) > 0, then CTvQk,T, CV > 0, where k = (1,0,0),(0,1,0), and (0,0,1). Thus, we have 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. If Qk,T~, ]kl = n - 2, defined in (15) and (16) is positive semidefinite, then pn(x) 
is convex. In addition, p2(x) and p3(x) are convex if and only if QT~ and Qk,T,, Ikl ---- 1, are 
positive semidefinite, respectively. 
Recall that an (s + 1) x (s + 1) symmetric matrix A = [aij]l_<~j_<~+l is called conditionally 
positive definite if 
(~, Ae) = ~ cicjaij >_ O, 
l<_i,j<_s+l 
for all d = (Cl,...,c~+a) T E C0 = {d E R s+l : ci + . . .  + Cs+l = 0}. Hence, from (12), we also 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. I[Qk,T~, Ikl = n -  2, defined in (12) is conditionally positive definite, then pn(x) 
is convex. In addition, p2(x) and p3(x) are convex if and only i[ QoT~ and Qk,T~, Ik[ = 1, axe 
conditionally positive definite, respectively. 
The conditions for convexity given by Lemmas 2 and 3 are complicated in a higher dimensional 
setting. Thus, we need some simpler, but perhaps a little stronger convexity criteria. We start 
our analysis with dimension two. 
Chang and Davis [2] once gave QkT, T = T2 by using Taylor's formula. They also gave a 
sufficient condition which guarantees that Qk,T is positive semidefinite, namely 
A(k 1) :---- A10A20ak _> 0, 
A(k 2) := AmA01ak _> 0, (17) 
A(k3) :---- Ao2A12a k > 0. 
They also prove that (17) is a necessary and sufficient convexity condition for the B6zier net 
of Pn. (Note that convexity of a polynomial does not necessarily imply the convexity of its B6zier 
net.) 
By using the notation in (17), we have 
A20ak . (1) ~(2) 
: /'~k +/ '~ 'k  ' 
= + 
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and 
rM 1 ) ~ A(2) A(k x) ] 
= /~k  " "~k A(k 3) . ~k,T [ A(k 1 ) A(kl) [.. 
Condition (17) was weakened by Chang and Feng [3] to be 
(18) 
A~'~ + ~)  >_ o, a~ + At ~ > o, 
A(1)A(2) A(2)A (3) _c. A(3)A (I) 
k "k  +'--'k ~k "~k  "'k _> 0. 
~,~ + ~'  > o, 
(19) 
From Lemma 2, condition (19) is equivalent to the condition that the matrix QT is positive 
semidefinite. It is clear that (17) implies condition (19) is sharp for n = 2, 3, since it is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for positive semidefiniteness of Qk,T, Ik[ - 0, 1. That is, by 
Lemma 2, it is a necessary and sufficient condition for convexity of P2 and P3- Unfortunately, 
condition (19) is nonlinear. In the following, we will give a new criterion which is linear, but is 
superior to condition (17). 
From (19), one expects at most one of A(k i), i = 1, 2, 3, could be negative. Hence, the following 
theorem gives a criterion on convexity when either all A(k i), i = 1, 2, 3, are nonnegative, or one of 
them is negative. 
THEOREM 4. ff either (17) or the following condition (20) is satisfied, then the Bernstein-Bdzier 
polynomial Pn -- Bn [{ak}; A] is convex. Here, 
A(k ~) _< 0, 
2~ + ~v~>_ o, 
2A~ + ~>_ o, 
(20) 
where (u, v, w) is a permutation of (1,2,3). 
PROOF. Obviously, the condition in Theorem 4 implies condition (19). In fact, if either condi- 
tion (17) or condition (20) holds, then 
t,~) + ~)  _> IA~ I > 0, 
or  
Thus,  we  have 
and 
A~) + ~)  > IA~) I _ o. 
Hence, condition (19) is satisfied, and Pn zs convex. 
It is obvious that the condition shown in Theorem 4 is linear and weaker than Chang and Davis' 
condition. In addition, this condition can also be preserved by the so-called parallel subdivision. 
z 2 and 3 be the vertices of subtriangle T* Let x. ,  x.,  x. = T~ that lies on the plane determined by 
the original triangle T = T2. Following Gregory and Zhou [4], we have the following definition. 
CAHNA 30:3/6-V 
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DEFINITION 5. A triangle T* is said to be parallel to T, if there exists a nonzero scalar p and a 
permutation (il, i2, i3) o[ {1, 2, 3}, such that 
x,  - x ,  = p(x ~ - x ' ) ,  (21) 
where u,v = 1,2,3, u # v. 
(A1, A2, A~) with respect o T; that is, Assume that x'. has barycentric oordinates i 
" ' ~x  ~ + ~  ' (22) i Ai xl + A~ x2 + 3 , A~ + A~ ---- 1. X. 
(AI, AI, A1}, It is obvious that if T* is parallel to T, then none of the sets 1 2 3 1 2 {A2, A , A~}, and 
1 2 {A3, A3, A 3 } has all distinct numbers. 
Now, we make the following definition of convexity-preserving conditions. 
DEFINITION 6. A subtriangle T* of T is said to preserve a given convexity condition on T if 
this condition is satisfied by every restricted Bernstein-Bdzier polynomials Pn with respect o T* 
whenever it is satisfied by pn on T. 
From Goodman [5], if T* is a subtriangle of T obtained from a mid-point subdivision process, 
then T* preserves the Chang and Davis' condition (17). From Gregory and Zhou [4], if T* is a 
subtriangle of T, then T* preserves Chang and Davis' condition (17) if and only if it is parallel 
to T. Now we are going to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 7. Let T* be a subtriangle of T. Then, T* preserves the convexity condition shown 
in Theorem 4 if and only if it is parallel to T. 
PROOF. (Sufficiency) Bn[{ai}; A] satisfies the convexity condition (17) or (20) on T, and T* is a 
parallel subtriangle of T. Let Ts* = <x°,..., xS.> be a subsimplex of T~ -- (x° , . . . ,  xS>, A* and A be 
barycentric oordinates of a point in Ts* with respect o Ts* and T~, respectively. If B~[{b~}; A*] 
is the Bernstein-Bdzier representation of Bn[{aa}; A] with respect o T*, then, Bn[{aa}; A] and 
B~[{bf~}; A*] can be written as 
and 
B:[{b~), A*] = A~E~ bo,...,o 
by using the notation Eiaa = ac~+e, and E*b~ = b~+e,, respectively. 




has Assume that x,  
for i = 0, 1, . . . ,  s. Substituting this relation to Bn[{aa}; A], it is very easy to obtain 
E i = AjEj, i = 0 ,1 , . . . , s ,  
j=0 
b~ = I~ A}Ej ao,...,o, 
i:0 j--0 
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for all f l e  Z~ q-1 with [fl[ = n. The last equation is also called the subdivision recurrence relation. 
If Ts* is a mid-point subtriangle, the corresponding subdivision recurrence relation was given 
by [6]. By using these relations and Definition 5, 
AI ~')* : = (E u - E ; ) (E  u - S~,)bi 
u=l \v=l  
and 
~, I  °)* + AU * * * * Ev) (E  ~ E~) (E v E~)(E  v E~)]bi :=[~(E~- * * - + - * * - -  
[rl=i~ Is[=i: [t[=i3 
where u = 1, 2, or 3, (u, v, w) is a permutation of (1,2,3). Since ¢~ (A~), ¢~= (A2), and ¢~s (A 3) are 
nonnegative, we conclude that B~[{bi}; ),*], the restriction of Bn[{ai}; X] on T*, also satisfies the 
same convexity condition (17) or (20). 
(Necessity) We assume that T* is not parallel to T. From Definition 5, without loss of generality, 
we may set A~ > A~ > A 3 >_ 0. Consider B~[{al}; A] with Bdzier coefficients 
a i  - -  6~, ,~,  Ill = n .  (23)  
Obviously, Bn[{ai; A] satisfies the convexity condition (17). By using the subdivision recurrence 
relation, 
A(U* (0,~-2,0) = (A~)~-2 (A~- A'~) (4  - A~) < 0, 
(0,n-2,0) " ~(O,n-2,0) 
2A(O * A(3)* (o,~-~,o) +-(o,.-~,o)= (:,~)n-~ (4 -  A~)(~I- ~-  ~). 




On the other hand, we consider 
ai  = ~i2,n, i C Z 3, l i [=  n. 
Thus, we have 
~11)- = (~),, (~),, (~),3 (A~_ ~) (~_  ~), 
~12). = (~),, (A~),2 (~),3 (~_  ~) (~_  A~), 
for all i e Zo 3, Ill = n. If all Ag)* --i , j = 1, 2, 3, are nonnegative, then there must be A 1 = A 2, 
A22 = A 3, or A23 = A~. By symmetry, we only need to consider the case A~ = A 2. If one of A (j)* m i 
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j = 1, 2, 3, is negative, we must prove it cannot be AI~)* in order to avoid a contradiction. In 
fact, it is easy to see that 
and 
2A}l)* ÷ A}3)*  ()~21) il (~2) i'~ ()k3) is (2)k21 ÷ )~2 ~3). 
In order to ensure the corresponding B*[{bl}; A] satisfies the convexity condition (20), then we 
must have 
2 
1 2 and x 3 are colinear, which is impossible. Thus, we only Note that by (24), the points x. ,  x. ,  
need to consider the situation when AI 2)* or A~ 3)* is negative. Without loss of generality, we 
assume A~ 2)*- < 0. By using a similar argument, we have 
~g - ~ + ~ (25) 
2 
Finally, we consider 
ai = ~i3,n, i E Z 3, ]i[ = n. 
Similarly, if all corresponding AIJ)*, j = 1, 2, 3 are nonnegative, then it implies that A 1 = A32, 
A~ = A33, or A 3 = A 1. Since we have assumed that A21 = A22, and A 2 > AI, thenA 1 # A32. Out 
of the cases of A~ = A 3 or A 3 = A~, we only need to consider one by symmetry. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that A32 = A33. If one of A (j)* --i , j = 1,2,3 is negative, then from (24) 
and (25), we must have AI 3)* < 0. Thus, in order to ensure that the corresponding B*[{bi}; A*] 
satisfies the convexity condition (20), we must have 
A~ -- A~ +A~ (26) 
2 
Hence, under the assumption of A 2 > A} > A 3 >_ 0, we can summarize all the possible relations 
of A~, u,v  = 1,2, 3, that must be considered, as follows: 
(i) A] - A12 ÷ A3 A~ = A22, 
2 ' 
(ii) A~ - A2 + A3 A21 = A2 , 
2 ' 
(iii) ~ = ~ + ~ ~ _ ~1 + ~ 
2 ' 2 
(iv) ~ - ~ + ~ ~ = ~1 + ~ 
2 ' 2 
~] = ~ + ~. 
2 ' 
2 
It is not difficult to prove that under each situation (i)-(iv), there must exist a subtriangle T* 
which does not satisfy the convexity condition in Theorem 4. This contradiction shows if T* 
preserves the convexity condition in Theorem 4, it must be parallel to T. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 7. 
An interesting question is that, when Pn does not satisfy the convexity condition in Theorem 4 
on the original triangle T, does there exist a sub-triangulation f T, such that the restriction of Pn 
on each subtriangle satisfies this convexity condition? Goodman and the author [7] observed that 
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this type of sub-triangulation exists. For example, for p : P2, a sub-triangulation consisting of 
only two subtriangles i needed. However, when we consider the same problem for Chang and 
Davis' condition, a sub-triangulation consisting of seven subtriangles will be needed. 
We now consider the special case n = 2, and p : p2 : B2[{ak); A]. Denote 
B2oo : a(o 1), Bo2o = Boo: : 3), (27) 
and 
Allo = B2oo -~ Bo2o, Alol = B2oo + Boo2, 
Thus, QT := QO,T defined by (16) can be written as 
It is easy to obtain 
Aoll = B020 + Boo2. (2s) 
[Allo B2oo] (29) 
QT:  LB2o ° AlolJ" 
ozoy I
0 2 
det QT = det O=Oy 
where ~T is twice the area of triangle T. If QT is positive semidefinite, then the Hessian matrix 
of p is positive semidefinite. This gives another proof of the result about p = P2 in Lemma 2. 
Let p be a Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial defined on T. Then, from the condition (17), p is 
convex on T if 
B2oo ~ 0, Bo2o ~ 0, Boo2 ~ 0, 
where B2oo, Bo2o, and Boo2 are defined by (17) and (27). In fact, it is easy to see that 
det QT = B200B020 + Bo20Bo02 + Boo2B200, 
where 6 T is twice the area of the triangle T. Note that Allo = B2oo ~- Bo2o _> 0. Thus, QT is 
positive semidefinite. By Lemma 2, p is then convex. 
From Theorem 4, we immediately have the following result. 
COROLLARY 8. Let p be a Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial defined on T. Then, p is convex on T if 
Al10 >_ IB2001 and Alol ~ IB2001, 
or equivalently, if either 
B200 ~ 0, B020 >_ 0, and Boo2 >_ 0; 
or 
B200 <_ 0, 2B200 + B020 >_ 0, and 2B200 + Boo2 >_ 0 
holds. Here, B2oo, Bo2o, Boo2, Allo, and Alol are defined in (17),(27), and (28). 
Next, we consider the convexity criteria for Bernstein-Bdzier polynomials over a three-dimen- 
sional simplex. 
From Lemma 3, if (~k,T., Ikl = n -2 ,  is conditionally positive definite, then p~(x) is convex. 
Dahmen and Micchelli [8] pointed out that, for s _< 3, if an (s + 1) × (s + 1) symmetric A = 
[aij] l<~j<sq-1 satisfies 
akk + aij ~_ aik -~ akj, (30) 
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for all i, j, k, then A is conditionally positive definite. For s > 3, there exist matrices A satisfy- 
ing (30) which are not conditionally positive definite. Obviously, for A = Qk,T,, condition (30) 
is equivalent to 
AkiAkjaa >_ O. (31) 
Thus, by Lemma 3, Chang and Davis' condition (17) can be generalized to the three-dimensional 
setting, but it cannot be generalized to s-dimensional setting for s > 3. Condition (31) is also a 
necessary and sufficient convexity condition for the B6zier net of pn(cf-, [8]). 
The following theorem gives a generalization of condition (18). 
THEOREM 9. The Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial Pn = Bn[{ak ); A] is convex on T if its Bdzier 
coefficients satisfy the condition 
AloAloak, A20A20ak, A30A30ak _~ 0, 
(AloA20ak)(A12A12ak) + (AolA21ak)(Ao2A12ak) _> 0, 
(A20A30ak)(A23A23ak) + (Ao2A32ak)(Ao3A23ak) > 0, 
(A30Aloak)(A31A31ak) -4-(Ao3A13ak)(/kOlA31ak) > 0, 
( A21AOlak)( Ao2A32ak)( Ao3A13ak) A- ( AOl /k31ak)(AloA30ak)( A20A20ak) 
4- ( Ao3A23ak)( A20A30ak)( AloAloak) q- ( Ao2A12ak)( AloA20ak)( A30A30ak) 
-- ( Aol A21ak )( A30A lOak)( A20A30ak) -- ( Ao3A13ak )( A20A30ak )( A loA20ak) 
-- ( Ao2A32ak)( AlOA20ak)( A30/~lOak) > O. 
(32) 
In addition, (32) is also a necessary and sufficient convexity condition for B2[{ak}; A] and 
B3[{ak}; A]. It is easy to see that condition (32) is equivalent to the positive semidefiniteness of 
Qk,T3, Ik[ = n - 2. Thus, from Lemma 2, we immediately obtain Theorem 9. 
Now, we generalize the convexity condition in Theorem 4 to higher dimension setting. First, 
we point out that Theorem 4 can be proved in another way. Without loss of generality, we assume 
u = 1. Then, the Qk,T which satisfies (17) or (20) is positive semidefinite. Otherwise, Qk,T has 
at least one negative igenvalue A < 0. From det[Qk,T -- AI] = 0, we have 
or 
This contradiction shows that Qk,T must be positive semidefinite. Thus, Pn (x) is convex. In the 
same manner, we can easily prove the following result. 
THEOREM 10. The Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial Pn = Bn[{ak } ; A] is convex on Ts if for any fixed 
u E {0, 1 , . . . ,  s} its Bdzier coefficients satisfies the condition 
(AvuAvuak) > Z I/kvv~Awuakl' 
w=O,l,...,s 
w~v 
where [k[ = n - 2, and v = 0, 1 . . . .  , s, v # u. 
Sauer [9] gave some criteria of two different convexities for multivariate Bernstein-B4zier poly- 
nomials, one is stronger than the classical convexity, the other one is weaker. 
. 
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It  is well known that  a continuous piecewise polynomial function is monotone or positive if and 
only if all its polynomial pieces are monotone or positive, respectively. Thus, in this section, we 
consider the monotonicity and positivity criteria for Bernstein-B4zier polynomials over a simplex. 
Here, we are most ly interested in the criteria for quadratic Bernstein-B4zier polynomials. 
We first discuss monotonicity criteria. Denote a~k = (/kl0ak, A20ak). From (14), we have the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA I I .  Let p,~ 6 lr 2 be a Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial defined on T = (x° ,x l ,x2) ,  x ~ : 
(xi, yi). Then 
ap~(xi) T ^ ap~(xi) ~ " (33) 
Ox -- nc(l'°)aki' Oy = nc(°'l)aki' 
where i = 0, 1, 2, k0 = (n - 1,0, 0), k l  = (0, n - 1,0), k2 = (0, 0, n - 1), dk~ = (A10ak~, A20ak~), 
and 
( y2 ~ yo , Yo - Yl ) T 
C( l '0 )  : ~k 6T  ~T ' 
{ xo - x2 xl  - xo ] T 
where 6T is twice the area of the triangle T. Since 
p(x, y) = ~ a,¢~(~, v, w), 
iil=2 
where al -- a~oh~, i E Z3+, [i] = 2, we obtain 
Op(ziy~) 2 
= ~T (a~ • b), Ox 
op(z~y~) 2 
(a~. c), 
Oy 6 T 
(34) 
i = O, 1, 2, where 6 T is twice the area of the triangle T, and 
a0 = (a200, a110, a l0 J ,  
a 1 ---- (allo,ao20,aOll), 
a2 ---- (a lo l ,aO l l ,  ao02) ,  
c = (x  3 - x2 ,x  I - -  x3 ,  x 2 - 2:1) ' 
b = (Y2 - Y3, Y3 - Yl, yl - Y2). 
Since ~ and -~y are linear functions defined on T, p is monotone nondecreasing (or nonincreas- 
ing) in both of the directions along the x-axis and the y-axis if and only if ~ and ov(~yy,) 
i -- 0, 1, 2, are nonnegative (or nonpositive). Thus, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 12. A quadratic Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial p defined on a triangular domain T with 
vertices (xi, Yi), f -- 0, 1, 2, is nondecreasing (or nonincreasing) in both x-direction and y-direction 
if and only if its Bdzier coefficients aio~1~2, i E Z~, li[ = 2, satisfy the linear inequalities 
Ka > 0, (or Ka  <_ 0), (35) 
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where a = (a200, allO, a020, aOll, ao02, alOl), and 
K = 
r Yl -Y2  Y2-Yo  0 0 0 Yo -Y l  
x2 -x l  Xo -x2  0 0 0 Xl -xo  
0 Yl - Y2 Y2 - Yo Yo -  Yl 0 0 
0 X2 - -X l  ZO --X2 Xl -- XO 0 0 
0 0 0 Y2 -- YO YO-- Yl Yl -- Y2 
0 0 0 XO --X2 Xl -- XO X2 - -X l  
(36) 
Next, we will give the positivity criteria of a quadratic Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial p defined 
on T. By using the notations in (27) and (28), we have 
Op 
- -  2A1olu + 2Boo2v + 2(alol - aoo2), 
Ou 
Op 
- 2Boo2u + 2Aollv + 2(aoll - aoo2). 
Ov 
If det QT = Alo1A011 -B0202 # 0, we obtain a critical point (Uo, Vo, 1 -uo -vo)  ofp(u, v, 1 -u -v ) ,  
where 
[A011 (ao02 - a101) - Boo2(ao02 - a011)] 
uo = det QT ' (37) 
[Alol (ao02 - a011) - Boo2(ao02 - alol)] 
vo = det QT 
Also, for ~(u, v, w) = p(x,  y), we have 
~(uo, vo, 1 - uo - vo) 
_ 2 - ao lla2oo - 4olao o] - 1 [a2ooao2oaoo2 + 2a l loao l la lO l  --  allOaOO2
det QT 
(38) 
It is obvious that (uo, vo, 1 - uo - vo) E T if and only if 
uo > 0, vo > 0 and det QT > uo + vo. (39) 
Denote 
Fl(a) =Ao11(ao02 -a101) -Boo2(ao02 -aOl l ) ,  
F2(a) = A101(ao02 -a011) -Boo2(ao02 -a lo l ) ,  
F3(a) =detQT - [Ao l l (aoo2-a lo i ) -Boo2(ao02 - a011)] 
- -  [Alol(ao02 -aOl l )  -Boo2(ao02 -a lOl ) ] .  
Fj(a)  _> 0, j = 1,2,3. 
T we have 
Thus, (39) is equivalent to 
Since on the vertices and edges of 
(40) 
p(1, 0, 0) =a2oo, p(0, 1,0) =a020, p(0, 0,1) =ao02, 
p(O,v , l -v )  = (ao20+aoo2-2ao l l )V2+2(a011 -aoo2)v+ao02,  
p (u ,O , l -u )  = (a200+aoo2-2alOl)U2+2(a101 -aoo2)u+ao02,  
p(u, 1-u ,O)  = (a2oo+ao2o-2a l lo )u2+2(a l lo -ao2o)u+ao2o,  
we conclude that p is nonnegative on the boundary of T if and only if 
g200~ a020~ g002 >0,  
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and 
aoll > - - ~ ,  al01 > - - ~ ,  all0 _> - - ~ .  
If Fj (a) > 0, j = 1, 2, 3, then 
detQT > Fl(a) + F2(a) > 0, 
and a critical point (u0, Vo, 1 - uo - v0) exists in T, and p(uo, Vo, 1 - uo - vo) is shown as in 
(37),(38). If one of the Fj(a), j=1,2,3, is nonpositive, then p(u,v, w) must attain its minimum 
on the boundary of T. Thus, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 13. Let p be a quadratic Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial defined on T, and let 
Fj(a), j = 1,2,3 be the expressions defined as in (40). If Fj(a) > 0, j = 1,2,3, then p is 
nonnegative if and only if 
(i) a20o, a02o, aoo2 > 0, 
(ii) aoll > - ~ ,  alol >_ -x/a2ooaoo2, a11o > - ~ ,  and 
2 a2oHa2oo - a2ola02o > 0 (iii) a2ooao2oaoo2 + 2alloaollalol - alloaoo2 - 
hold. /if one of the Fj (a) < O, j=1,2,3, then p is nonnegative if and only ff both (i) and (ii) hold. 
Obviously, if in Proposition 13 we change nonnegativity to positiwity, then it still holds when 
every inequality sign is changed to strict inequality. 
Proposition 13 was obtained by Hadeler by using the properties of copositive matrices 
(cf., [10-12]). 
Assume a2oo, ao2o, aoo2 > 0, and denote 
a l l0  a011 al01 
r l  = = -  /a:ooaoo:' 
U V W 
Then, ~(u, v, w) = p(x, y) can be written as 
~(u, v, w) = a200ao20ao02~(~, , ), 
(41) 
where 
/5(~t, ~3, @) = 52 + ~2 + @2 + 2rlfi~) + 2r2~@ + 2r35@. 
If ~ is considered as a linear function ~ of rl, r~, and r3, then it is easy to see 15 is positive if 
r l ,  r2, r3 _> --1 (cf., (ii) in Proposition 13) and rl + r2 + r3 _> --1. In fact, consider the solution 
of the linear programming problem 
15" = min ~(rl, r2, r3) 
rl ,r2 ,r3 
subject o rl,r2,r3 >_ -1 
rl + r2 + r3 >__-1. 
It is solved by 
15" = min{~(-1, 0, 0), 15(0,-1,0), ~(0, 0, -1)}, 
and 
15(-1, O, O) = ~2 + ~2 + ~2 _ 2fi@ = (~ - ~)2 + d~2 >_ O, 
= + >_ o, 
~5(0, 0, -1)  = (~t - @)2 + ~)2 > 0. 
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Thus, if a2oo, ao~o, aoo2 > 0, rl ,  r2, r3 ~ -1  and rl + r2 q- r3 __ -1 ,  then ~(u, v, w) is nonnegative. 
On the other hand, if~(u, v, w) is nonnegative on T, and a200, a020, ao02 > 0, then we may take 
= v/a2°°a°°2a ' ~ ) E T ,  
where 
a = + +  aoo , 
so that 




rl + r2 + r3 _> -~.  
We obtain the following results. 
PROPOSITION 14. Let p be a quadratic Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial  det/ned on T with a200, a020, 
ao02 > 0, and let the corresponding r l , r2 ,  and r3 o[p be defined as in (41). I f  r l , r2 ,  ra >_ -1  
and rl + r2 + r3 >_ -1 ,  then p is nonnegative. I f  p is nonnegative, then r l , r2 , r3  >_ -1  and 
rl + r2 + ra >_ -3 /2 .  
It is easy to see, that if r l , r2 ,  r3 _> -1  and rl + r2 + r3 < -1,  then 
ao l la110 -- ao20a lO l  2> 0~ 
ao l la101  -- aoo2a110 ~> 0~ 
and 
ao20aoo  2 -- ao l l  2 _ 0; 
that is, 
F l (a )  > o. 
Similarly, we have F2(a) > 0 and F3(a) > 0. Thus, from Propositions 13 and 14, since the left 
hand side of (iii) in Proposition 13 can be written as 1 + 2rlr2r3 - r21 - r 2 - r~3, we have the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 15. Let  p be a quadratic Bernstein-Bdzier polynomial  defined on T with a2oo, a020, 
ao02 > O, and the corresponding r l , r2 , r3  of  p be defined as in (41). I f  r l  + r2 + r3 < -1 ,  then p 
is nonnegative i f ~nd only i f  
(i) r l , r2 , r3  >_ -1 ,and  
(ii) l+2r l r2 r3 - r~- r  2 - r~ >0 
hold. I f  rl + r2 + r3 >_ -1 ,  then p is nonnegative i f and only i f  condition (i) holds. 
Unfortunately, all of the positivity criteria shown above are nonlinear. For the sake of conve- 
nience in application, we try to find a linear positivity criterion. One idea is to apply Lemma 1. 
In fact, we have the following results. 
THEOREM 16. Let Sn[{ak};A] 
coefficients atisfy either 
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be a Bernstein-B4zier polynomial defined on T. 
ki 
+ (n - 1)! E ~ak  > O, ane~ 
Ikl=~ 
k :~ne °, . . . ,he* 
ak<0 
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(42) 
for i = O, 1 , . . . ,  s, or 
ane~ + (n -  1)' E 
Ikl =n 
k :~ne ° , . . . ,ne  *
ak<0 
~.lak > 0, (43) 
for i = O, 1, . . . ,  s, where e i is the i TM coordinate vector, then Bn[{ak } ; A] > 0. 
REMARK. (42) was also given in the three dimension setting by Wang and Liu [13]. 
PROOF. We first prove condition (42). From (4), we have 
8 
ak¢~(A) > a k ~  
i=O 
for any ak < 0. Thus, 
Ikl=n 
$ 
-> Z a~:  ~ ÷ 
i=0  
> { + 
E 
ikl=n 




k#ne ° ,... ,he s 
ak<0 
ak¢P,(~) 
(n -1) !k i  I n kV ak) )~i" 
Hence, if (42) holds, then Bn[{ak}; A] _> 0. 
Next, we prove condition (43). From (3), we have 
,n 1, 
ak¢~(A) > ak-~.n-~_-- T kjAj , 
j=O 
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for any ak < O. From (4), it follows that 







E ane"An + 
i=0  




















k:~ne °,...,he s 
ak<O 
ak¢~(A) 
(n -  1)! 
ak k--~n~_-- i E ¢~(Ak) 
I~l=n 
(n -  1)! (n~l ) !  s 
ak ~.~_--y E /j! E fli(Aiki)n 
(n - 1)!k n 
(n-_k~)[kn(2)n-lak I An. 
Hence, (43) holds and B~[{ak}; A] > 0. If ki <_ n/2; i.e., 
then condition (43) is weaker than condition (42); otherwise condition (42) is weaker than (43). 
Another way to obtain a linear positivity criterion is to use mid-point subdivisions of the 
original triangle as shown in Section 2. Obviously, if the Bdzier coefficients of the restrictions of 
Pn on each subtriangle are positive, then Pn is positive on the original triangle. On the other 
hand, as we have pointed out, by successively subdividing the original triangle T often enough, 
the B4zier coefficients of the restricted Pn on the subtriangles are very close to the values of Pn at 
the nodes of the discrete subtriangles. Thus, if the subtriangles are small enough, the above idea 
will give a sufficient positivity condition in good accuracy; meanwhile, this condition is "almost" 
necessary [14]. 
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